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LCRP MINUTES 
 
LCRP Full Partnership Meeting 
 
Date Tuesday, 18th July 2016 @ 10am 
Venue Westmorland County Agricultural Society, Milnthorpe. 
 
Attendees 
 
Chair 
 
Partner 
Members 
 
 
Officers  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Audrey Smith AS (IWA),  
 
Robin Yates RY (Lancaster Canal Trust), Nick Smith NS (CRT), Wendy Humphreys WH (IWA 
NW), Cllr Sue Sanderson SS (SLDC), Cllr Chris Hogg (KTC),  
 
 
Helen Moriarty HM (LCRP)  
Ruth Leahy RL (SLDC) 
David Gibson DG (CCC) 
Geraint Coles (Access Strategy Consultant)  
 

Apologies David Goode DG (Lancs CC), Peter Jones PJ (Lancaster Canal Trust), Cllr Clare Feeney-
Johnson CFJ (CCC), Cllr Peter Thornton PT (SLDC), Cllr Janet Willis JW (CCC), Richard 
Trevitt RT (LCT), Chantelle Seaborn CS (CRT), Mark McTigue MM (LCC).  
 

 
 
1. Welcome & Apologies  

 
Welcome new member Cllr Chris Hogg.  
Apologies as above.  
 

2. Review of previous minutes and actions 
 
Minutes agreed without amends.  
 

3. Access Strategy Presentation from Geraint Coles 
 

LCRP have commissioned Geraint Coles to develop an Access Strategy to enable LCRP to bring the greatest 
amount of access to the greatest number of people along the Lancaster Canal Corridor, utilising the Towpath 
Trail as a lever for economic development via improved linkages. The Towpath Trail aims to be upgraded for all 
users and the widest cross section of people.  
 
The Access Strategy has, to date, identified barriers including: 
 

• Physical. The heritage nature of the trail creates infrastructure challenges. 
• Intellectual. Ownership of the canal is not clear, many feel its not to open beyond canal enthusiasts. 

Therefore to improve engagement, interpretation, events and explanation of the heritage is required to 
make it relevant.  



 

 

• Transport. Parts of the canal are surrounded by narrow country lanes, therefore access can be a 
challenge. The solution is to create defined nodes or hubs with clear starting and finishing points, creating 
multiple routes options for various preferences. 

• Economic. An increase in access will provide economic benefits, the barrier is persuading people to utilise 
and capitalise on the potential opportunities.  

 
Geraint has studied existing reports and identified that few concentrate on the importance of canal connectivity into 
surrounding communities. Therefore this Access Strategy is likely to include the following recommendations: 
 

• Utilise the trail as a formal countryside access for a growing Kendal, linking Kendal clearly to Levens and 
Sizergh as well as Lancaster.  

• Improve Lune Aquaduct, potentially linking to Maritime Museum, creating a café and popular visitor 
destination via improved signage and visitor welcome.  

• Make Hincaster Tunnel a key feature to celebrate the Canal’s heritage. Potentially link to Leven’s Hall. 
• Actively promote and link to all existing connected routes for example, Bay Cycle Way and Hestbank 

Coastal path.  
• Undertake a branding exercise, to unify all promotion, signage and interpretation to reflect the character, 

history and heritage of Lancaster Canal.  
• Create short circular routes from the trail, without creating anything new via new branding and small 

interventions larger areas of the corridor can benefit.  
• Create events to draw in markets that might otherwise overlook the area. Including young professionals 

from Leeds, Manchester and Liverpool via a ‘Canoeathon’. Canoeing out of Lancaster, cycling out to the 
coast and running up to Kendal along the canal line. Other possible event discussed was a canal festival 
in Kendal.  

 
 

3.1 Presentation Questions 
 

CH - Would you consider the use of apps for interpretation?  
 

GC - There are good App examples however like all trends they are currently out of trend. There is a distinct move, 
notably by the Canal and Rivers Trust to encourage the use of canals as an opportunity to draw children away from 
screens. A guide book exists via Lancaster Canal Trust for the canal which is suitable for the current user 
demographic, the events will help to attract younger people. DG commented on the difficulty of utilising Apps from 
project experience due to the pace of changing technologies and the cost of updating data.   

 
WH - What are the timescales of the access strategy 

 
GC - The roadshow in September will introduce the access strategy and invite ideas and comments from all the 
communities it aims to help.  
 
This roadshow idea was discussed and popular amongst members. It was agreed it was better to invite comments 
than tell local communities LCRP plans, encouraging people to be a part of the programme and increasing its long 
term sustainability. NS agreed this approach was wise, not selling a big ticket answer, opting to grow base support 
instead. NS recognised that this approach may take longer but it will be better in the long run.  

 
SS recommended utilising CCC and SLDC engagement officer support to link with the parish councils along the canal 
corridor to help plan roadshow events, also a good way to ling to neighbourhood plans. CH recommended involving 
Carnforth Town Council.  

 
Action - HM to contact relevant engagement officers for contacts, links and recommendations. 
Action - HM to link with Carnforth Town Council if appropriate for Roadshow development.   
 
AS commented on the direction to raise LCRP profile in Lancaster and noted CRT are the major partner now LCRP 
are equally focused on areas with water than parts without. NS noted that a new CRT member of Staff will soon be 
available to further support LCRP.  

 
Action - NS to introduce to HM when appropriate.  

 
CH summarised his relevant background to the project and recommended linking with Art Council, particularly ‘Art in 
Unusual Places’. He commented that The Arts Council are interested in investing in projects where Local Authorities 
have already invested, therefore this project is likely to be favoured.  

 
Action - HM to follow up with CH and CRT to investigate funding options 



 

 

 
GC spoke about The Chesterfeild Canal engagement success via the ‘Hobb’ legend which was utilised to create 
school plays. DG commented on an example in Islington where the canal was used for a wedding and WH noted how 
the 2019 anniversary was approaching. Another event noted to link to was the extension of the Yorkshire Dales 
national park.  

 
Action - HM to find out if the canal within the Yorkshire Dale national park extension area.  
Action - HM to consider anniversary when supporting event planning.  
 

 
4. Funding & Finance  

 
4.1 HM Overview.   

 
HM has been tasked with identifying key asks for programme development and identifying the relevant funders to 
match specific project requirements. Initial task has been to generate access strategy contributions to build 
relationships and generate genuine interest/stake in the programme’s success. Successful funding requests going 
forwards will depend on strong partner relationships.  
 
Progress to date: 
 

• Lancaster City Council. Keen to support programme after successful meeting with LCC leader, will send 
Councillors and provide meeting venue in October. Potential to financially support Access Strategy.  

• Lancaster BID. Good meeting Thu 21st July, happy for LCRP to apply to BID’s ‘Special Projects’ funds by 10th 
August.  

• Lancashire County Council. Officer David Goode is investigating Councillor attendance/support and will 
feedback. SS also has links HM can utilise if necessary. Funding conversations will begin when key contacts 
are known.  

• Kendal Town Council. Welcome funding bid in September, keen to see how contributions will encourage 
match funding and obviously prefer to fund aspects within Kendal.  

• South Lakeland District Council. Currently provide funds for Project Manager position, meeting with key 
councillors to follow to discuss best approach for next financial year. Locally Important Projects (LIP) could be 
the relevant funding pot. SS updated the partnership of LIP preference toward community led projects, the 
roadshow element of the Towpath Trail programme could be a good fit.   

• Cumbria County Council. Meeting with Officer David Graham July 27th to discuss accessing CCC’s Public 
Rights of Way Improvement Fund.     

• IWA. Bid submitted to finance committee to access historic Lancaster Canal funds. 
 
 

4.2 LEP options 
 

HM asked the partnership for advice regarding LEP approach considering Brexit status. GC commented that projects 
that are committed under LEP will continue however ERDF on hold and job links will remain crucial.  
 

4.3 Annual Contributions 
 

NS provided an update. An investigation showed that no annual contributions have been requested / received by 
LCRP for two years. This presents an opportunity to start afresh and request for contributions alongside a progress 
report summary or similar.  

 
Action HM - Consider new approach for annual contributions. PMG to endorse.  
Action HM - Invoice IWA for contribution via WH re amount and procedure.  

 
4.4 CRT update 

 
NS updated that Executive Group that £22,000 remains. NS recommended using allocated proportion (less Project 
Manager fees) for branding exercise as an early win and to utilise as match fund evidence.  
 
Action HM - Contact NS regarding LCRP balance and options for transfer into dedicated LCRP bank account.  

 
4.5 LCRP bank account feedback 

 
HM feedback that it is possible to set up bank account for LCRP via the ‘Clubs & Societies’ arm of most banks/building 
societies. LCRP must proof not for profit status (via 2016 constitution) and ensure x2 members are required as 
authorising signatories.  



 

 

Researched options include Co-Operative Banking, Natwest Community Account and the Lloyds Treasurers Account. 
SS recommended Cumberland Building Society.  
 
Members spoke about the need to have an account for the Project Manager to access easily to pay for running costs 
and smaller scale projects within the wider programme. A lead accountable body will still be required for grant 
purposes and to hold the fees allocated for Project Manager salary.  
 
Action HM - Organise relevant paperwork for PMG to endorse.  
 
5. LCRP Constitutional Development 

 
5.1 Partnership presentation from Geraint Coles ‘The Chesterfield Partnership’ - successes and lessons. 

 
Key points included:  
 

• Partnerships are difficult to manage, transparency is the key. LCRP need to be very clear and solid regarding 
corporate responsibility and confidentiality to allow difficult conversations to happen whilst continually 
presenting a ‘united’ front of house.  

• Historically LCRP have been an advisory partnership, via the Towpath Trail they are moving towards a 
delivery partnership which means the Officer role is crucial. The role needs to be clearly defined as working 
for the partnership, not as an additional officer for each member of the parnterhisp 

• Recommendation to build in a rapid response decision making process to enable the Officer to move on 
opportunities quickly. GC noted this was particularly relevant for project involving land and land owners.  

• Recommendation that the Project Management Group (PMG) becomes accountable to the full partnership, 
operating under a risk matrix agreed by the full partnership. This approach should create flexibility in delivery 
and move away from council style systems.  

• LCRP could become its own accountable independent body if and when funding significantly increases, to £1 
million or more – a constituted partnership is fine for now.  

• The perception of what LCRP is and does is changing via focusing on economic and social regeneration its 
moving away from its ‘converted’ core of canal enthusiasts towards to wider public who currently don’t have a 
sense of belonging to the canal. This can be achieved by engaging with all, outside of the partnership and 
specifically focusing on those who traditionally don’t engage with canals (young offender example cited).  

• Watch language, always utilise ‘we’ when referencing the partnership to ensure the image works across all 
local authorities. The branding exercise will help with this process.  

• Be ruthless about attendance. Each full partnership meeting needs a senior councillor and officer from 
relevant local authorities. If a partner misses a Ful Executive meeting, inform the leader and ask them to send 
someone else to the next meeting.  

• Ensure the partnership remains non-political, provide briefings to all leaders to build buy in with next potential 
elected members.  

• Chair and officer relationship is key to success.  
 
Action HM - Create a rapid response system and risk matrix for PMG to endorse.  
Action ALL - To consider GC recommendations and adopt where appropriate.  
 
 

5.2 LCRP 2016 Vision document 
 
AS presented, background included need to acknowledge change in LCRP direction and focus. AS commented on 
strength of separating the short term and long term focus.  
 
All suggested various edits including using the word programme instead of projects, prioritising communities before 
canal benefits and re ordering benefits. 
 
Action HM - Edit as appropriate, PMG to sign off.  
 

5.3 Constitutional Options Appraisal  
 
AS asked LCRP partners for advice regarding progressing new constitution and explained that the PMG had 
recommended that a newly constituted partnership was the best route. AS noted how the project management group 
format was working well. GC recommended adopting pro term for one year, adapt and ratify if working. All 
recommended reflecting the vision in the mission / purpose section. GC recommended including wider stakeholder 
group in constitution, outlining how they will be engaged when appropriate for each project element. 
 

 



 

 

Action HM - Edit as recommended above and according to PMG suggestions. Format to enable partners to sign at 
next full partnership meeting.  
 

5.4 Chair Advert 
 

AS explained the need to attract a new LCRP Chair given AS temporary commitment.  
 

WS commented that the long term restoration aim was not strongly highlighted in the background info on Chair advert.  
All agreed last sentence addition to ‘complements the long term aim of creating a fully navigable canal’ 

 
Action HM - Edit as recommended above. Remove draft and circulate amongst partnership with request to share 
amongst contacts. Attach vision as part of the document.  

 
Nick Cotton was recommended due to his cycling interest and position of CCC local committee chair.  
 
Action HM - Send advert to Nick Cotton.  

 
6. Marketing LCRP 

 
6.1 LCRP Draft Website Review 
 

HM talked through the purpose of an LCRP website, to demonstrate transparency, host agendas and minutes and 
celebrate funder contributions via blogs and project progress ‘reports’. Several members commented on the website 
after the meeting and recommended the following: 

 
- Make the LCRP logo more prominent 
- Create a tab for key documents 
- List partnership members 
- Research the Lancaster Canal Trust pages on LCRP activity for relevant info 
- Add the strapline under the heading 

 
Action HM - Action the above and present to PMG for sign off.  

 
         6.2 Marketing Strategy overview 
 
HM presented the Marketing Strategy to date. The main focus is the need for a branding exercise to give an identity to 
the canal and all future regeneration activities. The marketing strategy will justify this approach by assessing current 
marketing materials and demonstrating how the brand will be applied for the benefit of end users.  
 
GC recommended creating an annual newsletter for local authorities and all stakeholder to arrive after elections that 
outlines the benefits of the programme to all. Also as downloads on the website to demonstrate continual action.  
 
SS recommended hosting a stand at the next County Show.  
 
CH recommended revolving around the businesses identified in the access strategy and creating links to Cumbria 
Tourism strategy too.  

 
Action HM - Add county show idea to stakeholder spreadsheet.  
Action GC - Link identified businesses to Cumbria Tourism Strategy if they are members.  

 
 

7. Any other business 
 

7.1 Hal Leaving Gift and Press Release  
 
All agreed a present was appropriate but that press release to go as soon as possible to link to chair advert which has 
a deadline of August 26th.  
 
Action RL - to send press release 
Action All - to send leaving gift ideas to Audrey. PMG to action at next meeting.   
 
 

7.2 Kendal Planning Application 
 
LCRP were asked to comment via CRT Area Planner Tim Bettany Simmons. Several executive members had seen 



 

 

the map and assured the partnership that the canal route had been protected.  
 
Action HM - to respond on behalf of partnership stating that LCRP are grateful that SLDC route protection has been 
upheld and that it would be fantastic if planners considered enhancing the route by integrating it and providing access 
to it from the new estate.  
 
 

7.3 Stainton Funding Application  
 

AS updated members regarding C&RT’s CCC funding application. DG explained funding was tight due to flood 
recovery focus around economic benefits over historic structures. C&RT also have an expression of interest with HLF 
for further funding.  
 
Action HM - Forward copy of C&RT application to RS and AS. RS & AS to write to Cumbria County Council CEO in 
support of application from respective organisations. 

 
7.4 Minutes 
 

WS asked if it was okay with members for minutes to be forwarded to members of IWA. All agreed its okay and linked 
to transparency aim and new website purpose.  
 

 
8. Next meeting details  

 
• Lancaster Town Hall  
• Monday 17th October 
• 10.30am start 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


